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We report the development and results of a two-step method for sorting cells and

small particles in a microfluidic device. This approach uses a single microfluidic

channel that has (1) a microfabricated sieve which efficiently focuses particles into

a thin stream, followed by (2) a dielectrophoresis (DEP) section consisting of

electrodes along the channel walls for efficient continuous sorting based on

dielectric properties of the particles. For our demonstration, the device was

constructed of polydimethylsiloxane, bonded to a glass surface, and conductive

agarose gel electrodes. Gold traces were used to make electrical connections to the

conductive gel. The device had several novel features that aided performance of

the sorting. These included a sieving structure that performed continuous

displacement of particles into a single stream within the microfluidic channel

(improving the performance of downstream DEP, and avoiding the need for

additional focusing flow inlets), and DEP electrodes that were the full height of the

microfluidic walls (“vertical electrodes”), allowing for improved formation and

control of electric field gradients in the microfluidic device. The device was used to

sort polymer particles and HeLa cells, demonstrating that this unique combination

provides improved capability for continuous DEP sorting of particles in a

microfluidic device.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4880244]

I. BACKGROUND

Microfluidic techniques and devices have shown much ability in recent years for the sorting

and identifying of nano- to microscale particles.1–8 Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is a common

microfluidic technique which accomplishes this using electric field gradients.9–17 This has been

applied to various biomedical assays, such as rare cell detection, protein separation, and enrich-

ment of a cell population of interest.18–25 Traditionally, the electric field gradient necessary for

DEP is formed in a microchannel using two-dimensional electrodes strategically patterned on

the device substrate.19 The field tends to be strongest at the edges of these planar electrodes,

and weaker in between them. Additionally, electric field strength dissipates as the field lines

extend away from the electrodes and disperse over a larger volume.26 Together, this forms the

gradient for exerting the DEP force on passing particles.

Recently, interest has grown in more precisely refining and optimizing all three dimensions

of these field gradients.27–35 Vertical electrodes are one such development in this technol-

ogy.26,36,37 By expanding on various photolithographic techniques, these electrodes are cast into

the walls of microfluidic channels and project vertically uniform electric fields spanning the

a)Email: jtluo@uci.edu
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microchannel when an electric potential is applied. Vertical electrode devices avoid the two

main complications associated with most DEP devices constructed with planar electrodes.

Planar electrodes tend to separate particles either by repelling them away from, or trapping

them to, the electrodes, making retrieval of sorted particle batches a challenge, necessitating ei-

ther that the user collect fractions from the outlet38 or that the device be switched on and off to

collect particles caught at the electrodes’ edges.39 Second, in devices utilizing planar electrodes,

the electric field gradient can dissipate dramatically as the field lines move away from the elec-

trodes such that particles entering the device near the channel ceiling experience a negligible

DEP force.40 With vertical electrodes spanning the height of the device, one dimension is invar-

iant, effectively creating a continuously operable two-dimensional particle separation profile,

eliminating any dead zones and streamlining the particle sorting and retrieval processes.41

Finally, efficient DEP sorting requires that particles enter the sorter in a focused stream to

avoid the variability in DEP forces across a microchannel that can result in smearing and com-

promising separation efficiency.41,42 Because the field gradient is strongest along one channel

sidewall and weakest along the other, were particles to enter the device randomly distributed

across the width of the channel, those nearest the strong side might experience a disproportion-

ately large force while those who happen to flow through the weak side might experience little

or no DEP force at all. To alleviate this, in the device presented, particles are continuously

focused into a narrow stream using two rows of microposts. In this filter-like system, particles

above a pre-set diameter are gently swept toward a consolidated flowline until, immediately

prior to entering the DEP sorting region, the particles are arranged in a narrow band and conse-

quently experience essentially identical exposure to the electric field gradient and the resultant

DEP force is exclusively the result of the particle’s physical properties. The net result is a con-

tinuously operable particle sorting system that can sort particles indefinitely without any user

input beyond the initial setup and final recovery of particles.

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLE

A. Pre-focusing

As noted immediately above, efficient sorting of particles by lateral dielectrophoresis man-

dates that each particle passes through the DEP section of the device along the same flowline.

Under the low Reynolds number conditions found in microfluidic devices, particles are difficult

to rearrange or shift into different flow lines.43 Hydrodynamic focusing is often used to generate

a narrow stream of particles, such as in a flow cytometer. In such a strategy, separate streams

of fluid (sheath flow) are brought in to pinch a main flow stream, resulting in a narrow band of

flow.44,45 However, this requires the use of a separate flow, and carefully controlled flow rates,

adding significant complexity to the system. Several techniques for creating a narrow stream of

particles in a microfluidic device have been described including taking advantage of laminar

flow properties,43,46 simultaneously exposing particles to multiple forces, e.g., gravity in field-

flow fractionation,12,20,47,48 or a second electric field gradient such as in earlier 3-D electrode

devices,41 thereby forcing the particles to settle into equilibrium streamlines. In the presented

device, we have demonstrated efficient passive focusing via an elegant, continuous-flow micro-

pillar system. This focusing apparatus forces incoming particles to enter the DEP device along

a narrow stream approximately one particle diameter wide using only laminar flow principles

and particle size as drivers for the focusing.

In our micropillar system, rows of pillars spanning height of the channel are cast into the

inlet channel of the device, spaced several microns apart. Exact sizes for the pillars and gaps

can be designed for specific particle suspensions. The row of pillars is angled relative to the

direction of fluid flow such that it disrupts but does not impede the movement of particles.

Theoretically, row angle can range from 0�, i.e., parallel to flow, in which case it exerts no

effect, up to 90�, in which case it would act as a traditional size-based filter, completely immo-

bilizing all incoming particles above a certain diameter. In actuality, the angle is very near

parallel with fluid flow: in this configuration, buffer and particles below the size threshold pass

through the gaps between posts while particles too big to fit through the gaps are nonetheless
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able to continue along the direction of fluid flow, skimming along the row of pillars. By care-

fully tuning row angle and gap size, as well as the position of the micropillar row within the

microfluidic channel, it is thus possible to gently guide larger particles into a tight stream for

collection or further processing downstream. Additionally, the synchronous use of two or more

such micropillar rows can effectively direct particles into a flow stream located at any position

across the width of the channel and to repeatedly redirect a particle line in the same device. A

limited number of variations to this technology has seen application in redirecting particles into

different laminar flowstreams, in general, as well as in shuttling them back and forth through

various reagents for strategically applying various coatings in a layer by layer process.49–51 Our

use of this focusing step is for the improvement of the DEP separation process.

B. Dielectrophoretic particle separation

A detailed presentation on dielectrophoresis theory is beyond the scope of this paper;

instead, a brief synopsis is presented to cover the use of this phenomenon for microparticle sep-

aration. When exposed to a non-uniform AC electric field, microscale particles such as polysty-

rene beads or mammalian cells can polarize and experience translational forces despite their

lack of permanent charge,52–54 as the pole nearer the field maxima experiences a force stronger

than that felt by its opposing pole towards the field minima. The direction of this force depends

on the particle’s polarizability relative to that of the medium: if the particle is more polarizable

than the medium it will migrate up the field gradient (positive dielectrophoresis, or pDEP),

while if it is less polarizable it will migrate down (negative dielectrophoresis, or nDEP).55,56

The basis of dielectrophoretic detection and sorting, then, lies in tuning the frequency and volt-

age of the applied signal as well as the conductivity of the buffer such that at a certain configu-

ration, each particle type in a given suspension experiences a DEP force sufficiently different

from that experienced by particles of every other type.10,20 Because the DEP force depends on

various factors, many of which are intrinsic to the particle, including the particle size, polariz-

ability, and speed of polarization alignment, DEP is a useful tool for probing differences among

particles with different dielectric properties, primarily through physical sorting based on the

forces associated with DEP.57–61

For homogeneous spherical particles, the dielectric force is governed by

~FDEP ¼ 2pr3emRe CMð Þ ~rj~Ej2; (1)

where r is the particle radius, em is the permittivity of the media, Re(CM) is the real compo-

nent of the Clausius-Mossotti relation, and ~rj~Ej2 is the gradient of the square of the electric

field. The Clausius-Mossotti relation is expressed as the following:

e
�
p � e

�
m

e�p þ 2e�m
; (2)

where

e
� ¼ e�

r

ix
(3)

and summarizes the relationship between the polarizabilities of the dielectric particles and the

suspending medium.18 The real component of the Clausius-Mossotti factor ranges from � 1
2
for

particles much less polarizable than the medium to þ1 for the opposite case. Thus, while parti-

cle size and strength of the electric field as well as the steepness of the gradient contribute

towards the magnitude of the dielectrophoretic force, it is the particles’ electronic properties

that ultimately determine the direction of the force.60

Finally, at the microfluidic scale, resisting this dielectrophoresis force is a substantial drag

force governed by Stokes’s Law; particles reach terminal velocity when these two forces bal-

anced, which for spherical particles is expressed as
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v ¼
~FDEP

6pgr
¼

2pr2emReðCMÞ~rj~Ej2

6pg
; (4)

where g is the viscosity of the suspending medium.60 Thus, lateral DEP separation functions

primarily due to different particles arriving at different lateral terminal velocities: as particles

travel downstream in the direction of flow, they shift laterally at different speeds, and find

themselves in varying flowstreams leading up to the device exit. Assuming all particles started

along the same flowstream, particles are thus grouped into flowstreams based on their physical

and electronic properties, and can thus be shunted into different outlets as sorted batches. Our

device utilizes this approach by first injecting particles in a narrow stream before performing

DEP separation. This approach is similar to DEP field flow fractionization which often results

in distinct flow streams of different particles. However, in this approach, we separate particles

in the lateral direction and rely on laminar flow to keep particles in their streams. Our approach

does not attempt to balance two externally applied forces (e.g., gravity and DEP) to produce

distinct particle streams.

C. Gel vertical electrodes

Photolithographic techniques for the fabrication of microfluidic devices that include vertical

electrodes can be challenging. Proposed alternatives include DEP devices employing various

forms of insulating barriers to sculpt the electric field; these DEP devices are known as

insulator-based dielectrophoresis (iDEP), electrodeless dielectrophoresis (eDEP), or contactless

dielectrophoresis (cDEP) devices.58,62–68 In cDEP devices, planar electrodes are isolated from

the main flow channel by thin polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) walls. When the device is acti-

vated, field lines emanate from the electrodes towards the walls: these thin walls then translate

these field lines into a vertically uniform electric field in the main channel via their capacitive

properties.62,63 iDEP/eDEP devices are comparable in that electric field lines emanate generally

consist of two-dimensional electrodes that inject field lines into the channels. However, these

field lines are not separated from the main channel via any walls and are instead projected

directly into the main channel. They are, however, sculpted using insulating features cast in the

channels; the fields are thus forced to expand and contract in specific positions, yielding a pre-

cisely shaped gradients typically aligned orthogonal to the direction of flow to yield lateral

DEP sorting.64,69,70

The gel electrodes presented here are a fusion of microfabricated vertical electrode DEP

and iDEP. Using a conductive liquid that cools into a semisolid, it is possible to take advantage

of laminar flow techniques to direct the hot material in liquid form into a microfluidic device

and to deposit the hot liquid into strategically placed segments, which rapidly cools into a dura-

ble gel structure that resists deformation and flow. Thus, a solid conductive material can be pre-

cisely patterned in the device without the use of any difficult cleanroom fabrication techniques.

Finally, the electrodes in the insulator-based DEP devices are by definition separate from

the medium; because voltage dissipates as electric field lines travel through the various ele-

ments of the device towards to particles of interest, this necessitates the use of large voltage

differences across the planar electrodes in order to generate a sufficient field gradient for parti-

cle sorting. Conductive materials such as saline gels effectively transfer field lines towards the

particles with minimal voltage drops in the electrodes themselves, thus reducing the power

required to perform a similar particle separation. Thus, the design presented herein provides

additional advantages over previously proposed iDEP designs to improve lateral DEP

sorting.71,72

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS

The device combines both passive focusing and active dielectrophoretic sorting. As shown

in Figure 1, it consists of an inlet, a focuser that serves to concentrate all incoming particles

into a tight stream, an electronic component that sorts particles by type, and a trifurcation that
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separates the particles into sorted batches for retrieval. The device is cast in PDMS (Ellsworth

Adhesives, Germantown, WI) and aligned over planar Au/Ti electrodes, which are in turn wired

to an external electronic AC generator. The PDMS channels are sealed to the electrodes via an

acrylic manifold; the bulk particle suspension is connected to the device via this manifold and

is itself driven by an external syringe pump.

A. Numerical simulations

Device geometry was guided using coupled physics simulations that combined the results

of finite element modeling of fluids and electric fields with transport simulations of particles

subject to forces that result from flow and DEP. All geometries for the simulations were pre-

pared using SolidWorks (Waltham, MA, USA) and then exported to the appropriate numerical

package for calculations. The simulations consisted of three steps. First, the electric field was

numerically calculated in 2D using COMSOL’s finite element solver, using the Laplace equa-

tion with Dirichlet-conditions on the electrode edges and homogeneous Neumann-conditions on

the outer boundary. Second, the flow of the water was numerically calculated in 2D using

COMSOL’s finite element solver, using the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible fluid,

and non-slip conditions at the boundary and fully developed flow at the inlet and outlet. Third,

custom transport code was written in Python to calculate forces on small particles using (a)

known DEP force equations (see below), and (b) drag forces using Stokes’s law, and transport

them through the system. The real component of the Clausius-Mossotti factor was calculated in

the code using known conductivities and dielectric values for the particles’ and buffer. The

transport algorithm used both the COMSOL fluid flow results and COMSOL electric field

results to determine the forces on the particles at each time step. In addition, the transport algo-

rithm checked to ensure that particles could not pass into regions that were geometrically

impossible, such as through the small openings of the sieve (if they were too large). 2D model-

ing assumes a high aspect ratio channel and underestimates spread caused by particles flowing

near the top and bottom of the channel. DEP and Stokes forces were calculated using materials

properties for particles of various size and material, from 6lm erythrocytes and 20 lm tumor

cells to 15 lm polystyrene spheres. The purpose of this modeling effort was to inform and

guide the design of the device, as well as help illustrate how the design strategy should yield

fruitful results (Figures 2(a) and 4(b)). We believe a 2D modeling effort is sufficient for this

purpose, however, a complete analysis of a final device would benefit from a full 3D analysis.

B. Micropillar focuser

Based on numerical simulations of resulting particle trajectories (Figure 2(a)), and the

focuser geometry was designed such that suspending media and particles under 10 lm in diame-

ter were able to slip between individual pillars, maintaining their original streamlines, and

FIG. 1. Panel (a): Device schematic, to scale. Particles enter through the inlet into the PDMS microchannel (black).

Particles pass through focusing region and are focused into a tight stream at the centerline of the flow channel before enter-

ing the DEP sorting region. AC potential applied through the planar electrodes is transferred by the vertical gel electrodes

(green) into the main channel. Signals deflect particles, which then exit through one of three outlets. Particles that experi-

ence nDEP exit through the lowermost channel while particles that experience pDEP deflection exit through the uppermost.

Separation depends on calibrating the signal such that particles of different type exit through different channels. Panel (b):

Representative schematic (relative heights distorted for visualization) of device layers and vertical electrode geometry.

Actual channel height: 50lm.
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consequently, due to laminar flow, their positions relative to channel width. Particles exceeding

this clearance size, however, were pushed along the length of the row of pillars and settled into

a single streamline by the time they exited the focuser.

As shown (Figure 2(b)), the resultant pillars were 10 lm wide, 80 lm high, spaced 10 lm

apart, and spanned the entire height of the channel. The pillars were arranged in two rows, off-

set 60.5� from the horizontal. This angle was chosen based on its ability to focus particles into

a stream in as short a distance as possible while at the same limiting resistance to flow and not

impeding particles as they shift towards the same streamline. Pillar rows at sharper angles

tended to clog more easily and resulted in poorer focusing performance. A steeper angle would

theoretically focus the particles over a shorter length of inlet, but in practice traps particles and

creates increased resistance to flow, instead of allowing them to gently roll along the length of

the rows of pillars towards a single streamline, while a shallower angle, which would theoreti-

cally minimize clogging, yields too long a footprint, exceeding the length of the entire inlet.

Each of the two rows of pillars was set to terminate such that the final focused stream of par-

ticles would be positioned directly along the main flow channel’s centerline.

To quantify pre-focuser efficacy, a mockup device was fabricated consisting of a straight

channel with the pre-focuser positioned at the center. Viewing areas exist at positions of parti-

cle entry into and exit from the focuser. Particles are flowed into the focuser at various flow

rates. Imaging was performed using an LSM780 set at 2 fps and run for 500 cycles. All frames

were stacked and flattened using ImageJ (reference source); the width of the total particle distri-

bution pre- and post-focusing was then measured digitally. The focuser was tested using 20 lm

diameter particles (Figure 2(c)), the largest that can pass through the device without

FIG. 2. Panel (a): Simulated trajectories (blue) for 40 individual 10 lm particles distributed across width of inlet as they

flow through two angled rows of pillars (black). Device length is compressed to facilitate imaging. Panel (b): Entire length

of passive focuser, to scale, zoomed in at start, middle, and end. Gaps between pillars allow buffer to pass through but

particles are redirected towards the centerline. Panel (c): Fluorescent polystyrene beads are shown entering the focuser

randomly distributed across the entirety of the channel width and exiting in a focused stream at the channel center.
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confounding phenomena such as clogging and snagging to channel surfaces. The width of the

total particle distribution for 20 lm particles was measured before and after passing through the

focuser. A comparable result was obtained using 10 lm particles, the smallest focusable size

with this geometry of pillar line.

C. Gel electrodes

The fabrication of the gel electrodes is a multistep process. A pair of planar Au/Ti traces

each 1 cm� 100 lm, spaced 300 lm apart, were patterned onto a 100 � 300 glass side using photo-

lithographic technique; wires were then soldered to these electrodes using lead free solder

allowing them to interface with the external function generator. Subsequently, the PDMS chan-

nels are aligned over these planar electrodes such that the main flow channel runs between the

two parallel planar electrodes, separated from each by 100lm of clearance, while the orthogo-

nal side channels extending from the main flow channel sit directly on top of the planar electro-

des (Figure 3(a)).

To form the vertical electrodes that inject the electric field gradient into the main flow chan-

nel, the device is filled with a heated agarose 0.5% w/v saline solution at 30 mS/cm, (Figure 3(a));

for low-conductivity buffers commonly used in DEP assays, increasing the gel conductivity to 30

mS/cm minimizes voltage loss in the vertical electrodes themselves, increasing the efficiency at

which the planar electrodes can produce a sufficiently strong electric field gradient across the width

of the main channel. While the solution remains liquid, fresh saline is pumped into the device at

300ll/min, clearing all accessible sections of the channel of agarose solution (Figure 3(c)). Due to

laminar flow, however, the agarose saline mixture in the side channels are unaffected by this sud-

den influx of fresh saline and remain filled with agarose solution, which solidifies into a conductive

gel as it cools below 65 �C. The gel included fluorescein for visibility under 488nm excitation

(Figure 3(d)). Small dead zones in the gel electrodes may occur when the saline is used to flush

the main region; however, regions are shallow and the change to the fluidic channel and overall

flow is minimal. We observed typically less than 5% change to the channel widths, with no loss

of laminar flow and no trapping of particles in the dead regions.

This device uses a consistent frequency for all electrode pairs and generates field lines

extending from one edge of the channel to the opposite; the electric field gradient is shaped

entirely by strategic asymmetric positioning of the vertical electrodes. In contrast, most iDEP

devices consist of symmetrically distributed side channels, each side connected to its own func-

tion generator with electric field lines that terminate in the same edge from which they

FIG. 3. Panel (a): The device (gray) is aligned over electrodes (gold); Panel (b): The device is filled with hot conductive

agarose gel solution (green). Panel (c): Saline is then flushed through channel, clearing conductive liquid from the main

channel but ignoring electrode sites due to laminar flow principles. After cooling and gel formation, the saline in the central

channel is removed and particle suspension of interest put through the device. Panel (d): Overlay of brightfield and fluores-

cent image of assembled device; gel electrodes are visualized using fluorescein additive. Panel (e): 3D schematic of elec-

trode geometry note vertical electrodes (green) are essentially flush with the walls of central channel (blue).
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originate26,36,42 and by adjusting the relative difference in signal amplitude between each side,

particles are shifted across the width of the channel. The positions of our electrodes on each

side of the channel were guided by drawing a schematic in COMSOL and numerically simulat-

ing the shape of the resultant fluid flow field and electric field gradient (Figure 4(a)). The

resulting field information and device geometry were then imported into a program written in

Python to predict particle trajectories using governing equations for dielectrophoresis and lami-

nar flow as described above. Based on this, the specific shape and distribution of side channels

as well as the strength of the signals used to energize them were derived. In the final design,

electrodes on the upper (low E-field strength) edge of the device were 30 lm wide and 30 lm

apart, while those on the lower (high E-field strength) edge of the device were 60 lm wide and

240 lm apart.

According to the above simulations, low dielectric constant particles, e.g., polystyrene par-

ticles, and higher dielectric constant particles, e.g., mammalian cells, in low conductivity buffer

experience significantly different DEP forces at frequencies in the megahertz range, with cells

experiencing a strong pDEP force while the polystyrene particles experience the opposite, yield-

ing DEP-based separation. Theoretical trajectories for these two particle types flowing through

the device at 1ll/min are shown; the simulated device is set at 3MHz and 50Vpp (Figure 4(b)).

Polystyrene beads were modeled as homogeneous perfect spheres with poor conductivity and

permittivity (diameter¼ 15 lm, rp¼ 0.1 lS/cm, ep¼ 2.6), while cells were modeled as perfectly

spherical cytosols with physiological conductivity and permittivity (diameter¼ 15 lm, rcyt

¼ 15mS/cm, ecyt¼ 80) enclosed in a thin insulating membrane of low conductivity and permit-

tivity (thickness¼ 9 nm, rmem¼ 1.6 lS/cm, emem¼ 20). All particles are modeled in

low-conductivity media (rm¼ 150 lS/cm, em¼ 78). Electronic properties for particles and media

were derived from literature.24,73–77 Under these conditions, at 3MHz, the CM factor for the

polystyrene approaches �0.5, while the CM factor for the cells approaches þ1.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As proof of principle for application of this device to eukaryotic cells and to demonstrate

the device’s ability to sort cells from a heterogeneous mixture, we employed HeLa cells

FIG. 4. Panel (a): Numerical simulation of non-uniform electric field across width of DEP sorter. Planar electrodes are

located along top and bottom edges of schematic. Asymmetric distribution creates field gradient spanning width of channel

(denoted in red to yellow color map of electric field). For viewing convenience, only five electric field gradient repeating

units are pictured; actual device contains 23 such repeating units. All features drawn to scale. Panel (b): Calculated trajecto-

ries for low dielectric constant polystyrene particles (red) and high dielectric constant mammalian cells (blue) in low con-

ductivity buffer passing through entire length of DEP sorter at 3MHz and 50Vpp and 1 ll/min. Schematic is compressed

along x axis for visualization. Cells are attracted to the field maxima and trend towards lower edge of device while polysty-

rene attracted to toward the field minima and trend toward the upper edge of the device. Panels (c) and (d): Numerical sim-

ulations of particle distributions for polystyrene particles (red) and mammalian cells (blue) passing through the DEP sorter

at 3MHz, 50Vpp, and 1 ll/min unfocused, illustrating the benefit of an upstream pre-focuser in a DEP system.
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(ATCC CCL-2, Manassas, VA) and polystyrene beads. We prepared a suspension of freshly

detached HeLa cells labeled with CFSE (50lM in PBS, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in low-

conductivity buffer consisting of 8.5% sucrose (wt/vol), 0.3% dextrose (wt/vol), and 0.725%

RPMI (vol/vol)) (150 lS/cm, pH¼ 7.38) at a concentration of 1� 106 cells /ml. 15lm polysty-

rene fluorescent beads (FluoSphere 580/605, Life Technologies, Eugene, OR) were then added

to this mixture to a resulting concentration of 2� 105 particles/ml. This permitted visualization

of both beads and cells using standard fluorescent video microscopy (Figure 5).

To quantify separation efficiency, video footage of particles exiting the device at the chan-

nel trifurcation was collected using the LSM780 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY) at 2

fps for 100 s and particles were counted as they passed through one of the three exits

(Figure 6). As the particle mixture enters the device, it is initially focused into a stream located

at the center of the flow channel; 82% of polystyrene particles and 93% of cells were focused

into the center outlet, with the balance scattered into the two other channels, yielding no separa-

tion. Upon the application of a low frequency signal of 30 kHz and 30Vpp, strong nDEP is

experienced by the polystyrene beads, which are completely deflected into the top channel.

HeLa cells display a more mixed response: the stream of cells broadens, and while most cells

exit primarily through the center outlet, some are observed exiting through one of the two side

outlets as well. As the frequency is increased, the polystyrene particles continue to exit through

the top channel while the live cells transition gradually towards pDEP; at 3MHz and 50Vpp,

near-total separation is observed with over 97% of HeLa cells and over 94% of polystyrene par-

ticles deflected into the bottom (pDEP) and top (nDEP) outlets, respectively (Figure 7). Trace

amounts of each particle type passed through the center channel.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The microfluidic device presented addresses several critical issues in DEP particle sorting,

namely, the decreased DEP sorting efficiency without pre-focusing of the particle stream, the

dead zones commonly found in microfluidic electric field gradients, and the capacity to easily

fabricate vertical 3-D electrodes using historically 2-D photolithographic methods. The design

improves upon earlier liquid dielectrophoresis methods by allowing for the formation of higher

conductivity 3-D gel electrodes within the device using only the properties of the laminar flow

found at low Reynolds numbers. These three-dimensional electrodes were fabricated by

FIG. 5. Top row: Five-image sequence of mixed particle suspension (red 15 lm polystyrene beads and green HeLa cells)

exiting the focuser, entering the DEP region, halfway through the DEP region, exiting the DEP region, and exiting the

channel in deactivated device. Second row: Same sequence, device energized at 3MHz.

FIG. 6. Particle distribution (red 15lm polystyrene beads and green HeLa cells) at trifurcated device outlet. Initially,

nearly all particles are focused into the center channel. Upon activating the function generator at 30 kHz, polystyrene par-

ticles immediately deflect into upper channel (nDEP) while cell stream broadens into the upper and lower channels. As fre-

quency is further increased, polystyrene particles remain in the upper channel while HeLa cells gradually transition

towards the lower channel (pDEP).
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strategically flowing a thermosensitive conductive liquid into the device and then selectively

removing material from the main channel prior to device cooling, leaving 3-D structures shaped

to generate vertical uniform and lateral non-uniform field gradients.

Initial work shows that the device can deflect particles across a wide range of frequencies

and differentiate between particles of low and higher dielectric constant with high accuracy.

Future work will focus on applying this sorting technology towards distinguishing subsets of

live eukaryotic cells and for isolation of low population cell subsets from a larger heterogene-

ous mixture, e.g., hematologic cellular subsets (leukocytes) or circulating tumor cells from

whole blood. This work provides an avenue to explore sorting based on detecting subtle differ-

ences in seemingly homogeneous cell populations, such as progenitor or stem cells from single

tissue population, e.g., epithelium from a specific organ. Finally, future studies will be per-

formed in buffers more conductive than the low-conductivity DEP buffer presented here; of

special interest is the device’s ability to sort particles at physiological conductivity, which

would simplify the sample prep process and allow the device to sort using both nDEP and

pDEP, across a wide range of frequencies.
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